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ABSTRACT. The cellular hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) accumulate in the living
brain up to 30 years before the characteristic symptoms of dementia can be identified.
Brain changes in AD are difficult to distinguish from those in normal aging, and this has
led to the development of powerful computational methods to extract statistical
information on the brain changes that are characteristic of AD, mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), and different dementia subtypes. Time-lapse maps can be built to
show how the disease spreads in the brain, and where treatment affects the disease
trajectory. Here, we review three computational approaches to map brain deficits in
AD: cortical thickness maps, tensor-based morphometry, and hippocampal/ventricular
surface modeling. Anatomical structures, modeled as three-dimensional geometrical
surfaces, are mathematically combined across subjects for group or interval
comparisons. Mathematical concepts from computational surface modeling, fluid
mechanics, and multivariate statistics are exploited to distinguish disease from normal
variations in brain structure. These methods yield insight into the dynamics of AD and
MCI, showing where brain changes correlate with cognitive or behavioral changes such
as language dysfunction or apathy. We describe cortical and hippocampal changes that
distinguish dementia subtypes (such as Lewy-body dementia, HIV-associated dementia
and AD), and we describe brain changes that predict recovery or decline in those at risk.
Finally, we indicate which computational methods are powerful enough to track
dementia in clinical trials, on the basis of their efficiency and sensitivity to early change,
and the detail in the measures they provide.
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Classical maps of the spread of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) pathology in the brain [1] present a challenge for all
those using imaging to understand dementia. These
maps of neurofibrillary tangles and plaques, painstak-
ingly compiled from histologically stained brain sections,
give a picture of a the advance of disease years before in
vivo imaging could detect any sign of pathology. In Braak
neurofibrillary stages III and IV, which correspond to the
onset of AD, severe damage has already occurred in the
entorhinal cortex and neighboring areas. Disturbingly,
this undetectable advance of AD is proceeding in billions
of individuals alive today, with no means to protect them
or even diagnose the illness before irreversible neuronal
loss has set in.

Major advances are occurring in scanning techniques
and in image analysis, making it easier to track disease
progression with greater power. In studies of hundreds
of subjects scanned over time, databases of images can
now be combined to visualize the disease trajectory,
showing the spread of cortical atrophy, impaired
metabolism, and even plaque and tangle accumulation.
Ultra-high-field MRI reveals early changes in specific
hippocampal subfields [2, 3], and new positron emission
tomography (PET) ligands are emerging that make it
possible to visualize plaque and tangle pathology [4–7].

Diffusion tensor imaging is also advancing to ever-
higher magnetic fields, mapping white matter degenera-
tion with better signal to noise and anatomical precision
[8].

Even with the best imaging techniques available today,
however, advanced image-analysis methods are still
required to detect brain changes that predict prognosis
in mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or AD, or to show
that therapy is effective [9, 10]. In clinical trials that use
imaging, often hundreds to thousands of subjects are
scanned to detect systematic differences in rates of
atrophy [11].

Several of these imaging-based trials have been
successful [12, 13], and there is great interest in detecting
treatment effects after short follow-up intervals (e.g., 3–6
months) [14]. Given the need to detect treatment effects
as early as possible, there has been pressure to improve
not just the image resolution and contrast but also the
computational methods needed to resolve systematic
effects [9]. Here, we review some recent advances in
these computational methods, focusing on techniques
that have yielded new information on brain changes in
aging and dementia.

Computational anatomy

Computational anatomy is a general term covering a
broad class of mathematical methods that model
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anatomical structures in images as three-dimensional
(3D) curves, surfaces and maps, and which combine
them across subjects to create statistical maps of disease.
Computer algorithms can combine information from
many hundreds of subjects to examine the statistics of
features such as cortical gray matter thickness [15, 16],
functional MRI (fMRI) activation [17], metabolism [18] or
molecular pathology [6]. To pool data from many
subjects, sophisticated registration approaches are used
to align image datasets to a common coordinate space.
This alignment is often based on computationally guided
matching of cortical features such as gyral/sulcal land-
marks, identified either manually or using computer-
vision approaches [19]. Statistics can then be computed
to detect subtle brain changes that are associated with
prognosis or treatment (or other factors of interest),
making it possible to visualize group differences in 3D as
a statistical map.

Spatially detailed maps of atrophy are useful in several
contexts. First, they reveal brain regions that change
earliest, or most significantly, at a specific stage of
disease. For example, they can show profiles of brain
changes that typically occur as subjects convert from
normal cognition to MCI [20] and from MCI to AD [21,
22]. Second, different patterns of atrophy characterize
different types of dementia, such as fronto-temporal
versus Lewy-body dementia, and understanding them
can assist with differential diagnosis. Third, longitudinal
maps from AD populations and healthy controls can be
compared to create time-lapse movies of disease pro-
gression [11, 16, 20]. This provides insight into the
sequence of cognitive impairment in AD. Time-lapse
maps identify brain regions that are relatively resistant to
pathology. The sensorimotor cortices, for example,
mature in early infancy but degenerate only late in AD
[23]. Statistical data can then be compiled to test which
factors affect neurodegeneration, and where in the brain
the disease is slowed. Time-lapse maps can also establish
whether cortical thinning and amyloid plaque accumula-
tion are found in the same brain regions at the same
times, shedding light on the cascade of cellular events
that lead to AD. Also, given the confounding effects of
anatomical atrophy on PET and other metabolic or
functional signals, multi-modality analysis tools are
beginning to relate point-by-point changes in amyloid
load to cortical thinning on MRI, and to disentangle the
effects of one signal from the other [6].

Cortical thickness mapping

The most prominent features of AD-related neurode-
generation on a standard T1-weighted MRI scan are
progressive sulcal and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) space
enlargement, and diffuse cortical atrophy. Gray matter
atrophy spreads in a stereotypical sequence: from the
hippocampus to the rest of the limbic system, and
eventually to the rest of the neocortex [1]. Cellular
shrinkage, neuropil loss and intracortical myelin reduc-
tion [24, 25] all lead to age- and disease-related cortical
thinning, which is visible, even at the gross anatomic
level, on MRI. To quantify the amount of tissue loss
precisely, overall volumes of gray and white matter can
be computed from brain MRI scans. Tissue classification

methods can assign each image voxel to a specific tissue
class (see Figure 1, 2nd row, for an example). These tissue
classifiers often use sophisticated Bayesian methods to fit
statistical models to the MRI signal intensities in a scan,
while adjusting for spatial intensity in homogeneities
that result from non-uniformities in the scanner magnetic
field. They also take into account the statistical likelihood
of finding each tissue type at each location in a
stereotaxic space [26].

If gray matter maps from many subjects are aligned to
a standard 3D digital brain atlas, on which lobar
subdivisions have been labeled, regional volumes for
each tissue type can be derived by counting voxels.
These region-of-interest measures, in conjunction with
manual tracings of the hippocampus and other sub-
cortical structures, have been the mainstay of morpho-
metric analysis for two decades. Additional processing
makes it possible to create spatial maps of more detailed
anatomical measures, such as cortical gray matter
thickness, for cross-subject and group comparisons.
Gray matter thickness maps, in particular, can detect
atrophy more powerfully than simple volumetric mea-
sures, especially when disease effects do not perfectly
coincide with a pre-specified region traced on the image.
For instance, in AD, the only cortical subregions where
changes correlate strongly with apathy are the cingulate
gyrus and supplementary motor cortex (Figure 3b).
These regions are readily seen in a map but may be
overlooked if tissue counts from each lobe are examined
[27]. Maps can also localize disease effects in 3D relative
to sulcal/gyral landmarks. Specialized map-based sta-
tistics, based on Gaussian field theory or false discovery
rate, can powerfully detect disease effects, and they can
be tuned to provide greater power depending on
whether a signal is localized or weak and diffuse over
much of the cortex [28].

One approach for cortical thickness mapping is
presented in Figure 1, which shows a computational
pipeline for processing MRI scans [16]. In each scan, a 3D
map is first computed to quantify the distance of cortical
gray matter voxels to the gray/white matter interface.
Thickness values, in millimeters, are calculated using the
Eikonal fire equation with fully 3D front propagation
from the inner cortical surface to the outer cortical
surface, and are plotted at each point on a cortical surface
model extracted from the scan. To combine thickness
data across subjects (Figure 1, 3rd row), a spherical
coordinate system is imposed onto each subject’s cortical
surface. This serves as a reference grid so that thickness
data can be compared at a given surface-based coordi-
nate across subjects. If sulcal/gyral landmarks are traced
onto the cortical models, data from corresponding
cortical regions can be averaged across subjects using a
technique known as cortical pattern matching [16]. The
sulcal pattern is digitized, and using a flow field in
spherical coordinates, cortical landmarks can be exactly
matched across subjects. This is useful for two reasons.
First, an average cortical model can be created for a
group of subjects (such as an AD or MCI population),
with well-defined sulcal features in their mean spatial
locations (Figure 1, 5th row). Second, maps of thickness
values in each individual can be transferred onto this
average model while adjusting for the individual gyral
patterning differences across subjects. This method
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allows pixel-by-pixel averaging of values within each
delineated region across all subjects, allowing compar-
isons of patients with controls. Averaging these aligned
cortical data can also reinforce consistent features. Now
that each subject’s thickness data are aligned to a
common space, a statistical model can be fitted to the
thickness measures from all subjects at each surface point
(Figure 1, bottom row). In brain mapping studies, it is
common to fit statistical models to data at each location
in an image to assess effects of age, diagnosis or
experimental parameters (an approach known as statis-
tical parametric mapping [SPM]; [29]). The results are
displayed in the form of a map of statistics, and the
overall significance of the map can be assessed using
formulae for the distribution of features in Gaussian
random fields, or by using permutation methods, which
randomly assign subjects to groups to find out how
likely effects are to occur by accident. When statistics are
computed for data on surfaces, regions of significance
can be color-coded to show the distribution of atrophy
[16].

Cortical thickness mapping is related to two simpler
but widely used methods. Before algorithms became
widely available for computing cortical thickness accu-
rately from MRI scans [16, 30–32], it was more common
to compute a local measure of gray matter volume called
‘gray matter density’ (GMD). This is defined, at each
point in an image, as the proportion of tissue segmenting
as gray matter in a small spherical region (typically of
10–12 mm radius) centered at that point [33, 34]. GMD
and thickness are highly correlated [35], except at the
temporal lobe tips where cortical curvature is high. GMD
is easy to measure as it does not require accurate
modeling of the inner and outer cortical surfaces in each
scan. Owing to the spatial smoothing implicit in its
definition, GMD is quite robust to image noise. One
popular method, voxel-based morphometry (VBM; [36,
37]), compares maps of smoothed GMD voxel-by-voxel
after spatially normalizing all datasets to the same
coordinate space. Initial critiques of VBM focused on
concerns that it might detect spurious group differences
caused by misregistration of data into the common
space, or because of interactions between diagnosis and
registration errors [38, 39]. More recently, VBM has been
improved, as have the methods to align brains into a
common space, adjusting for complex shape differences
[40, 41]. Although registration seems like a technical
detail, it influences power to detect atrophy in a multi-
subject study as any anatomical misregistration sacrifices
signal-to-noise. Cortical-pattern matching improves
registration by matching anatomical landmarks, remov-
ing confounding variance due to the mismatch of cortical

anatomy across subjects. Because sulcal landmarking is
time-consuming, some groups have attempted auto-
mated matching of cortical features by matching mean
curvature maps using information theory [42] or by
attempting to find cortical sulci automatically [43].
Additional efforts to combine surface and fully 3D
volumetric registration are underway [44], avoiding the
need to normalize cortical gray matter and white matter
data using different specialized approaches that are not
yet compatible with each other [45].

Cortical maps in AD and MCI

Cortical mapping methods have distinguished pat-
terns of atrophy that are typical of late- versus early-
onset AD [47], and different dementia subtypes [48].
They have also identified cortical changes associated
with cognitive deterioration [49, 50]. Sowell et al. [51]
applied cortical pattern matching to 176 scans of subjects
aged 7 to 87, and compiled trajectories of gray matter
thinning for each cortical point over the lifespan.
Encouragingly, there was close regional correspondence
between the cortical thickness maps created from in vivo
MRI and the 1929 post mortem data of von Economo ;. The
MRI measures show massive attrition of frontal gray
matter in late adolescence, but it was only late in life that
a downswing in the amount of temporal gray matter
occurred. The cortex does not age in a homogeneous
way; each cortical region has a somewhat distinctive
trajectory [51, 52]. A related study by Gogtay et al. [23]
created a time-lapse map of cortical development from
ages 4 to 22, and showed the earliest maturing cortex is
least vulnerable to aging and AD (see http://www.
loni.ucla.edu/,thompson/DEVEL/dynamic.html for
maps). This phenomenon, illustrated in Figure 2, is
sometimes referred to as retrogenesis [53]. As is visually
evident in the time-lapse maps, the maturational
sequence proceeds in a pattern opposite to the classical
neurodegenerative sequence in AD.

Apostolova et al. [46] compared gray matter profiles in
26 amnestic MCI and 31 mild AD subjects, showing
strikingly greater atrophy in mild AD (Figure 3a) that
conforms to the pattern of spread of AD pathology
observed post mortem through the brain. A related VBM
study found significantly greater parietal, anterior and
posterior cingulate atrophy in mild to severe AD relative
to MCI [54].

With several promising disease-modifying candidate
compounds under development, there is significant
value in tracking these changes with anatomical preci-
sion in an effort to show structural disease-modifying
effects that influence the transition from MCI to AD.
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Figure 1. Analyzing cortical degeneration. This flowchart shows an image analysis pipeline (adapted from Thompson et al.,
2004) that can map degenerative changes in the cortex, such as gray matter atrophy. Cortical thickness profiles, for example, can
be averaged across subjects or compared across time. Images are aligned to a standard brain template, such as an averaged MR
image from a population (row 1). Maps of gray and white matter are mathematically coded to produce cortical thickness maps
(row 2). Sulcal landmarks traced on extracted surface models (row 3) can serve as anchors that guide a flow field matching gyral
regions across subjects (row 4). Then maps of cortical thickness, or other cortical signals (such as co-registered PET images), can
be fluidly aligned to an average cortical model (row 5). Statistical models are fitted to data from all the subjects at each cortical
point. These can assess whether imaging signals are associated with age (bottom row), diagnosis, cognition or other parameters
of interest (e.g., medication or genotype). Effects of aging on cortical measures, or changes relative to baseline, may be
animated as a time-lapse film to reveal the disease trajectory (see text for details).
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Cortical thinning correlates highly with global mea-
sures of cognitive decline, at least in MCI and AD. This
makes it an excellent biomarker of neurodegeneration.
One widely used global cognitive measure, the mini-
mental state exam (MMSE) score, depends on the
integrity of widely distributed cortical areas in both
brain hemispheres with left-sided predominance [55, 56].
This dependency is clear, based on very widespread
correlations between cortical thickness and MMSE
scores.

Apostolova et al. [27] examined the structural corre-
lates of apathy in AD by applying cortical mapping to 35
AD patients with and without apathy (Figure 3b).
Apathy severity was associated with cortical gray matter
atrophy in bilateral anterior cingulate (Brodmann area
[BA] 24; r50.39–0.42, p50.01) and left medial frontal
cortex (BA 8 and 9; r50.4, p,0.02). A subsequent study
found associations between Boston Naming and the
animal fluency tests (i.e., measures of language function)
and cortical atrophy in 19 probable AD and 5 multiple
domain amnestic MCI patients who later converted to
AD [50]. The degree of language impairment correlated
with cortical atrophy in the left temporal and parietal
lobes, especially in the perisylvian language cortices.
This regional correlation is of interest because there was
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Figure 2. Degenerative sequence in AD is the reverse of the
normal developmental sequence. In a process termed retro-
genesis (e.g., by Reisberg et al., 1999), cortical regions that
mature earliest in infancy tend to degenerate last in AD. The
developmental sequence echoes the phylogenetic sequence
in which structures evolved. The most heavily myelinated
structures, with least neuronal plasticity, resist AD-related
neurodegeneration. Arrows denote the childhood cortical
maturation sequence (left panel; Gogtay et al., 2004) and the
gray matter atrophy sequence in AD (right panel; Thompson
et al., 2003). Images are from time-lapse films compiled from
cortical models in subjects scanned longitudinally with MRI,
which may be viewed at: http://www.loni.ucla.edu/,thomp-
son/DEVEL/dynamic.html and http://www.loni.ucla.edu/
,thompson/AD_4D/dynamic.html

Figure 3. (a) Cortical thinning of up
to 20% occurs as MCI progresses to
AD, in widely distributed cortical
areas (areas with greatest tissue loss
are colored red). (b) Gray matter
atrophy in the anterior cingulate
and supplementary motor cortices
is correlated with the presence or
absence of apathy in AD. Regions
where structural variation correlates
with clinical or behavioral differ-
ences can be identified using corre-
lation maps such as these (strong
associations are shown here in red
colors). (Data adapted from [27,
46].)
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only a weak correlation between the language tests and
overall cognitive decline as indexed by MMSE scores. Lu
et al. [57] found that childhood cortical maturation
(indexed by gray matter thinning) in language and motor
cortices was associated with performance in language
and motor functions, respectively but not vice versa.
Regional cortical thinning may be associated specifically
with differences in cognitive functions that recruit those
cortical areas, in both normal brain development and in
dementia.

In related study, Thompson et al. [58] fitted genetic
models to cortical gray matter maps in 40 twins (10
mono- and 10 dizygotic pairs), and discovered that GMD
was almost completely genetically determined and
correlated with full-scale IQ. These findings were
confirmed and extended by Posthuma et al. [59] and by
Haier et al. [60], suggesting that the cognitive reserve
that protects individuals from the advance of AD may be
determined by genes that influence cortical develop-
ment.

Frisoni et al. [47] compared cortical atrophy in early-
and late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (EOAD versus
LOAD) and found that EOAD affected neocortical and
LOAD medial temporal areas, compared with age-
matched controls. Consistent with neuropsychological
findings of greater memory impairment in LOAD and
impaired neocortical functions in EOAD [61], these
different atrophy patterns suggest different predisposing
or etiologic factors. At comparable levels of cognitive
decline, total gray matter loss was 19.5% in EOAD but
only about half as much (11.9%) in LOAD, relative to
appropriately matched controls [47].

Time-lapse maps and the trajectory of AD

The cortical pattern matching approach may be
extended to time-varying or functional imaging data. If
longitudinal scans are available, a time-lapse movie of
disease progression can be created by fitting a trajectory
to cortical thickness, or any other imaging parameter, at
each cortical point (Figure 1, bottom right). This is done
by substituting the subject’s age, or the time elapsed
since their baseline scan, back into the statistical model
estimated from the cortical measures in the entire
sample. A movie ‘‘frame’’ can then be written out for
each time-point and the series of frames can be animated.
An example of this type of dynamic map may be viewed
at: http://www.loni.ucla.edu/,thompson/AD_4D/
dynamic.html. Here, a time-dependent model was fitted
to cortical gray matter density in 14 AD patients and 12
controls scanned longitudinally for 4 years. Maps of the
degree of deficits, either as a percentage or as a
significance map, show that the cortex is thinner in
medial and lateral temporal lobes in early AD and that
deficits advance anteriorly to engulf the cingulate and
frontal cortex. As noted earlier, primary sensorimotor
cortices are spared until late in the disease. Figure 4
shows two time-points from this animation, showing
that cortical atrophy on MRI proceeds in approximately
the same anatomical sequence as plaque and tangle
burden in histopathological studies of AD. Plaque and
tangle deposition starts in medial temporal regions ([1];
top row of Figure 4) and affects the posterior limbic

system first because of its close connections to the
posterior cingulate gyrus [62]. Hypometabolism of the
posterior cingulate is observed early in AD, even when
no atrophy is detected in this region [63]. On the other
hand, in frontotemporal lobar degeneration, neuronal
loss is first observed in the frontal regions closely
connected to the anterior cingulate cortex [64].
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Figure 4. Progression of AD based on pathology, MRI and
[18F] FDDNP PET. Neurofibrillary tangles, one of the mole-
cular hallmarks of AD, spread in the brain in a characteristic
advancing trajectory (top row; adapted from Braak and
Braak, 1991). Darker red colors denote areas with greater
tangle deposition, based on histologically stained post
mortem material. On MRI, the areas with gray matter deficits
in mild AD include primarily the temporal lobe, but in
moderate AD, these deficits spread to involve the frontal
cortex (middle row; adapted from a longitudinal study by
Thompson et al., 2003). Finally, estimates of cerebral amyloid
in vivo obtained using the PET ligand FDDNP are low in
controls but higher in those with impaired cognition
(bottom row; adapted from Braskie et al., 2007). The
anatomical agreement is striking between these in vivo
maps and the well-established post mortem maps for the
staging of AD. In all maps, the sensorimotor cortex shows
least disease-related degeneration. (Adapted, with permis-
sion from the authors and publishers.)
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To better understand how amyloid load spreads in the
living brain, Braskie et al. [6] applied cortical pattern
matching to 23 subjects (10 controls, 6 amnestic MCI and
7 AD) scanned with both MRI and [18F]FDDNP, a
recently developed PET ligand that is sensitive to plaque
and tangle pathology [5]. They aligned parametric PET
images of amyloid load to MRI scans from the same
subjects, textured the PET signals onto the cortex, and
combined them across subjects using cortical pattern
matching ([6]; Figure 1, right column). Figure 4 shows
two frames from an animation sequence that shows the
degree of amyloid burden for different levels of cognitive
impairment. The advancing pathology also follows the
classical Braak trajectory for neurofibrillary tangle
accumulation.

Related work by Mintun et al. [7] and by Rowe et al.
[65] with Pittsburgh Compound B ([11C]PIB) shows
frontal lobe labeling early in the degenerative sequence.
The PIB progression pattern is consistent with the Braak
trajectory for amyloid deposition, which, unlike tangle
deposition, shows early increases in the basal neocortex,
particularly in frontal and temporal lobes and primarily
in poorly myelinated regions such as the perirhinal
cortex. These PET changes may occur at a much earlier
stage of the disease than cortical thinning; amyloid PET
appears to be sensitive to pathological changes earlier
than measures of gray matter, and is also correlated with
subclinical cognitive decline even in normal subjects [6,
66]. Clearly the detectability of changes in each imaging
modality depends on the population studied: the sample
size as well as details of signal reconstruction, partial
volume correction, and registration. As such, it is
difficult to make absolute statements as to how the
trajectory of various PET ligands (FDDNP versus PIB or
others) relate chronologically to each other and to cortical
thinning, unless all measures are compared head-to-head
in the same subjects, which has not been done to date.

Even so, amyloid-sensitive PET signal correlates with
cognitive performance even within the normal range,
with correlations in cortical areas that deteriorate earliest
in AD suggesting its potential utility for early diagnosis.

Tensor-based morphometry

While the methods described so far provide detailed
maps of changes in cortical measures, tensor-based
morphometry (TBM) can track volumetric changes
throughout the brain. TBM can track longitudinal
changes in 3D, such as rates of atrophy over time (in
percent per year). Alternatively, in a cross-sectional
design, it can compare baseline scans of two different
groups, such as AD versus control groups.

Figure 5 shows the premise of the TBM approach. If a
pair of scans is collected from the same subject over time,
they can be aligned with each other, using a fluid
transformation that applies compressions and expan-
sions at a local level throughout the anatomy. One class
of registration methods models the baseline image as a
deformable elastic medium [67] or as a viscous fluid [40],
and applies distributed internal forces to reconfigure
the earlier scan to match the later one. So long as the
matching is accurate, the spatial gradient of the
transformation (‘deformed grid’ in Figure 5) measures
how much tissue is lost over the time interval between
the scans, and this can be plotted and color-coded.
Applied to a sequence of scans acquired over time from
the same patient, these voxel compression maps [68],
also known as Jacobian maps [69], can reveal the extent
and spread of atrophy. They are also amenable to voxel-
by-voxel averaging [70], to making a map of the average
atrophic rate in a group, or to the identification of regions
where atrophic rates depend on some external parameter
(which could be treatment, genotype, or future decline).
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Figure 5. Tensor-based morphometry (TBM). In TBM, a fluid transformation (deformed grid) is applied to a baseline scan
(Source) to reconfigure it (Deformed Source) into the shape of a follow-up scan (Target). The local expansions (red colors in (b))
can be plotted in brain regions such as the corpus callosum (shown in the green box in (a)), indicating regions with fastest
growth (b) or atrophy (c). Voxel expansions (red colors) or contractions (blue colors) can be plotted onto a sequence of scans
collected from the same subject during a degenerative brain disease, emphasizing regions with progressive atrophy. These maps
may be averaged across subjects or compared across populations to assess factors that influence degenerative rates in each
region of the brain.
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If only a single scan is available per subject, all scans
may be fluidly aligned to a common anatomical
template; in such a cross-sectional design, the degree of
compression then reflects volume differences between
each subject and the template, and maps of tissue loss
can be made. Figure 6 shows TBM-based maps of
atrophy in HIV/AIDS patients, along with maps of
cortical thinning. Strikingly, the underlying white matter
shows 10–20% volume reductions immediately below
cortical regions with greatest thinning [40, 71]. This
suggests that TBM and cortical thickness measures agree,
although they are computed using very different image
processing pipelines. Further analysis revealed that the
level of deficits, in both cortex and white matter,
correlated strongly with declining immunity (CD4+ T-
cell counts), but not with viral load or anti-retroviral
treatment, suggesting that such treatments have diffi-
culty crossing the blood–brain barrier, even when they
are effective in bolstering the immune system and
prolonging life.

For large clinical studies, it is important to be aware of
several factors that affect the power of TBM. First,
anatomical features are matched by deforming one scan
onto another, using a flow field that is adjusted to
optimize a mathematical measure of image similarity
between the two scans. Some ingenuity has gone into
developing measures that can align images without
interactive identification of landmarks (as in the cortical
pattern matching method). Atrophy may be detected

most powerfully by image registration measures based
on information theory, such as the Jensen-Rényi diver-
gence, Kullback-Leibler divergence or Chernoff distance,
and the relative power of these measures is being
investigated [72, 73]. Second, if the full deformation
tensor is analyzed at each voxel, rather than just the
compression factor, the power to detect atrophy is vastly
increased [67]. Power is also slightly increased if all
brains are aligned to a common brain template that is
representative of the mean anatomy of all subjects in the
population, defined using Riemannian manifolds [74].
Third, rather than modeling the flow using continuum
mechanics, which may not accurately reflect the atrophic
behavior of the brain, deformation models can be
bolstered by using Green’s functions to encode known
patterns of spatial covariance in changes occurring in
multiple brain regions [75] or directional anisotropy in
the observed changes [76]. Given the pace of these
mathematical developments, TBM is attractive for
clinical trials because it allows large samples to be
studied with no manual interaction [41, 77].

Hippocampal and ventricular radial mapping

Even though TBM can map patterns of atrophic
changes throughout the brain, the fact remains that the
medial temporal lobe is the site of the earliest structural
change in AD. The hippocampus, in particular, is the
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Figure 6. Visualizing brain tissue
loss in HIV/AIDS. (Top row) In an
MRI study of cortical thickness in 27
HIV/AIDS patients and 14 healthy
controls, the primary sensory, motor
and premotor cortices were an aver-
age of 15% thinner in the patients;
prefrontal and parietal tissue loss
correlated with cognitive and motor
deficits. Thinner frontopolar and
language cortex also correlated with
immune system deterioration mea-
sured via blood levels of CD4+ T-
lymphocytes. (Bottom row) When
the same subjects were studied
using tensor-based morphometry
(Chiang et al., 2006 FO), the pattern
of white matter loss was in remark-
able agreement with the cortical
maps. In diseased brains, the white
matter volume was reduced in the
premotor areas, where the cortex
was significantly thinner, suggesting
that cortical degeneration may be
accompanied by degeneration in
the underlying white matter path-
ways. Taken together, these and
other studies support the notion
that brain degeneration is present
even in apparently healthy HIV-
positive people on powerful drug
regimens (i.e., highly active anti-
retroviral therapy [HAART]). (Data
illustrated in the top row are from
Thompson et al., 2005 FP; data illu-
strated in the bottom row are from
Chiang et al., 2006 FQ.)
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target of several specialized computational modeling
methods. Some of these model the hippocampus as a 3D
tube-like surface, from which measures of volume can be
derived. In normal aging, hippocampal volume loss is on
average 1.6–1.7% per year [78, 79], whereas that of the
entorhinal cortex is ,1.4% per year [80]. Much higher
rates of hippocampal volume loss are observed in MCI
and AD, with faster atrophic rates in MCI subjects who
decline to AD relative to those who remain stable
(annual hippocampal atrophy rate for MCI patients
who remain stable is 2.8%, for MCI converters 3.7%
and for those with AD 3.5–4%; [81]).

In an effort to localize these changes to specific
hippocampal sectors, Thompson et al. [82] proposed a
radial atrophy mapping (RAM) approach which creates
surface models to represent the hippocampus, imposes a
regular grid structure on anatomical models from
different individuals, and uses this structure to compute
average shape models for different groups. As a local

index of atrophy, the distance of each surface point to a
centerline threading down the center of the structure is
plotted on the surface (Figure 7). Surface-based statistics
on this measure can then be used to identify regions
where atrophy is associated with diagnosis, cognition,
genotype, or medication. Apostolova et al. [21] used this
radial atrophy mapping approach to study 20 MCI
subjects who were followed clinically and neuropsycho-
logically for 3 years. Over the three-year period, 6
patients developed AD, 7 remained stable, and 7
improved. As shown in Figure 7 (bottom row), smaller
hippocampi, and specifically CA1 and subicular involve-
ment, were associated with increased risk of conversion
from MCI to AD. MCI patients who improved and no
longer met MCI criteria at follow-up tended to have
larger hippocampal volumes, and their subiculum and
CA1 regions were relatively preserved.

Using the same method, Becker et al. [83] showed
greater hippocampal atrophy in amnestic versus non-
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Figure 7. Mapping hippocampal atrophy. The radial atrophy mapping method (top row) relies on (A) manually or automatically
tracing the hippocampus, (B) computing a 3D parametric mesh model of the structure, (C) estimating the distance between the
central core of the structure to each surface point (i.e., the radial distance), and recording radial distance estimates at each
surface point to create (D) individual and (E) group average color-coded maps of the radial distance. These maps are then
statistically compared between groups or conditions. One longitudinal 3D MRI study [21] compared baseline hippocampal
atrophy in MCI subjects who converted to AD with that in MCI subjects who remained stable or improved cognitively during 3
years of clinical follow-up. Greater atrophy at baseline was seen in the CA1 and subicular areas in subjects who subsequently
converted to clinically probable AD (bottom right panels). The bottom panels show a schematic representation of the
hippocampal subfields (left), the proportional difference in atrophy levels between converters and non-converters (in %; middle
panels), and the significance of these differences taking into account normal structural variation (bottom right panel). FR
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amnestic MCI and AD. When a group of 28 AD patients
were compared with 40 cognitively intact persons,
Frisoni et al. [84] found significant atrophic changes in
the AD patients amounting to tissue loss of 20% or more
in regions of the hippocampal formation corresponding
to the CA1 field and part of the subiculum, but regions
corresponding to the CA2-3 fields were remarkably
spared.

Correlations with symptoms have also been examined
using hippocampal maps. Ballmaier et al. [85] mapped
atrophy of the hippocampal head in depressed versus
non-depressed elderly subjects. Statistical mapping
results, confirmed by permutation testing, showed that
regional surface contractions in the anterior aspects of
the subiculum were greater in elderly subjects with late-
onset depression compared to those with early-onset
depression, the same was true for regional surface
contractions in lateral-posterior aspects of the CA1
subfield in the left hemisphere. Hippocampal surface
contractions correlated with memory measures among
late-onset depressed patients. In a study of patients with
Lewy-body dementia (LBD), thought to be the second
most common cause of degenerative dementia after
Alzheimer’s disease, Sabattoli et al. [86] found hippo-
campal atrophy in a milder and different pattern than
that typical of AD. Typically, AD is characterized by
early and progressive memory impairment. In LBD
patients, memory disturbance appears later but atten-
tional and executive impairment is prominent, consistent
with the greater extent of frontal lobe atrophy mapped in
LBD patients by cortical pattern matching methods. In
LBD patients, hippocampal tissue was mainly lost in the
anterior sector of CA1, with greater involvement of the
hippocampal head, whereas AD patients were more
atrophic in the posterior sector of CA1. Differences in the
pattern of temporal atrophy between LBD and AD
patients may help to explain differences in their
cognitive presentation. Similar studies of patients with
vascular dementia showed a more restricted pattern of
hippocampal atrophy than seen in AD patients at a
comparable level of cognitive impairment [87].
Hippocampal maps may therefore complement cortical
maps in revealing the selective atrophic patterns that
characterize different types of dementia.

Several factors affect the power and utility of hippo-
campal maps. First, any manual segmentation slows
down the throughput of the approach. The hippocampus
may be segmented automatically via fluid registration
[88–90], Markov random field methods [91], or computer
vision approaches such as adaptive boosting [92].
Hippocampal mapping may be combined with auto-
mated segmentations [92], but some investigators prefer
manual tracing, which can be more accurate, as
hippocampal geometry is so complex. Second, as
higher-field imaging resolves internal subfields within
the hippocampus [2], these subfields could be aligned in
population studies to reinforce consistent features, along
the lines of cortical-pattern matching, which tries to align
corresponding features in the cortex. Approaches do
exist for aligning hippocampal landmarks internal to the
flattened cortical sheet [17, 93], but they are not used
widely because subfields are not readily identifiable on
conventional T1-weighted images at 1.5 or 3 Tesla.

Finally, ventricular surface modeling provides a rapid,
if non-specific, method for tracking the progression of
dementia. Carmichael et al. [94, 95] used a deformable
registration approach to align an image template, on
which the ventricles had been labeled by hand, to 339
brain images from the Cardiovascular Health Study.
They mapped group differences between AD, MCI and
controls using the radial atrophy mapping approach of
Thompson et al. [82]. The ventricles were split up into
frontal, inferior and occipital horns, and radial distances
were computed to index disease-related ventricular
expansion. A related approach known as multi-atlas
fluid image alignment (MAFIA) was developed by Chou
et al. [96, 97], who fluidly registered multiple (up to nine)
labeled ventricular surfaces to each individual scan in a
database, substantially reducing segmentation errors by
averaging multiple independent segmentations within
each scan. These automated methods revealed that
ventricular changes associated with the transition from
MCI to AD occurred largely in the frontal horn; in
healthy controls, localized ventricular expansions were
associated with carrying the ApoE4 risk gene or AD. The
very high automation of this approach recommends it for
use in clinical trials and epidemiological studies.

Practical considerations

All of these methods may be applied to scans acquired
in a clinical setting, so some comments are necessary
regarding minimum sample sizes, scan times, and
combination of data from different scanners (e.g., 1.5
versus 3 Tesla MRI). In large-scale research initiatives,
such as the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
[98], and in clinical trials that use longitudinal neuroima-
ging [12, 13, 22, 99], standardized protocols have been
developed to ensure that data from multiple centers can
be integrated reliably. To minimize burden on the
participants, a total MRI scanning time of no longer
than 30 minutes is typical, with no individual imaging
sequence lasting more than 10 minutes [98]. For methods
described in this paper, good quality 3D T1-weighted
MRIs are required, so priority is usually given to
collecting at least one volumetric MRI scan with
sufficient gray/white matter contrast and resolution
(voxel dimensions , 1.5 mm along all axes) to resolve
subtle degenerative brain changes. For the Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) study, a some-
what unusual step was taken of collecting two such 3D
MP-RAGE scans, thereby maximizing the chance of
collecting at least one high-quality dataset, and the best
was chosen for analysis. Virtually all clinical enrolment
sites for the ADNI study had access to scanners from one
of three major vendors (GE Healthcare, Philips Medical
Systems, or Siemens Medical Solutions), so a standard
acquisition protocol was developed to accommodate
most MRI platforms from each vendor. To ensure
geometrical and intensity calibration across sites and
across time, phantom-based monitoring of all scanners
was used, in which a phantom with known geometry
was scanned and measures had to remain within a
prescribed tolerance over the course of the study. Several
post-acquisition corrections were also used, such as 3D-
distortion correction for geometrical warping due to
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gradient non-linearity. Image intensity inhomogeneity
correction was also found to be crucial in ensuring the
stability of some longitudinal change measures [100,
101]. While the ADNI protocol may be considered a
model for other multi-site trials, some open questions
remain. First, it is not currently agreed whether 3 Tesla or
1.5 Tesla MRI scanning offers greater power to track
degenerative brain changes, as the added contrast at
higher fields is only exploited by some morphometric
methods. Although higher fields offer higher contrast to
noise for most signals of interest, some artifactual
distortions are harder to control for at higher fields;
these include geometric distortions at the temporal and
frontal poles where artifacts are common. Second, we do
not know the single best numeric index that can be
derived from a scan to predict future cognitive decline,
imminent conversion to dementia, or treatment response.
When conventional volumetric measures of the hippo-
campus are used, Jack et al. [81] estimated that in each
arm of a therapeutic trial, only 21 subjects would be
required to detect a 50% reduction in the rate of decline if
hippocampal volumes were used as the outcome
measure. This compared with 241 subjects if MMSE
scores were used and 320 if the AD Assessment Scale
Cognitive Subscale (ADAS-Cog) was used. There is
significant interest in determining whether mapping
methods (such as those proposed in this article) may
provide numeric indices with greater power for tracking
neurodegeneration when compared head-to-head with
simpler measures, such as hippocampal volumes or
overall rates of brain atrophy. Ongoing efforts are
attempting to compute the minimal sample sizes
required to distinguish AD, MCI, and controls, using
statistical maps computed with TBM [102] and auto-
mated hippocampal surface extraction in hundreds of
subjects [103]. To compare the power of different
methods that generate maps rather than numeric
measures, approaches such as cumulative distribution
plots and false-discovery rates can be useful [102].
Ultimately, which combination of scanner field
strengths, analysis methods, and morphometric mea-
sures gains widespread acceptance will depend on their
statistical power, ease of use, and widespread avail-
ability.

Conclusions

In this review, we surveyed a range of computational
methods that can be used to monitor the progression of
dementia, each focusing on specific features of the
degenerative process. The approaches may be ranked in
terms of their sensitivity to changes early in the disease
process, the anatomical detail of the measures they
provide, and their efficiency for use in large-scale
epidemiological studies or clinical trials. Cortical thickness
maps, for example, localize changes relative to gyral and
sulcal landmarks and can be used to create time-lapse
movies, but require some time investment in extracting
and landmarking cortical surface models. If data collection
is time-consuming and power requirements are high, this
approach is still useful even in a clinical trial, as it may
detect disease-related changes over intervals as short as 3
months [11]. Higher-throughput methods, such as TBM

and ventricular mapping, are well-suited to very large-
scale studies. These may be the first mapping methods to
be used to analyze routinely databases of images from
thousands of subjects. As such, they are natural
approaches for use in epidemiological studies of potential
risk factors or protective factors, such as serum amyloid,
cystatin C, or homocysteine levels, that may influence
disease onset, conversion, or the normal aging process
[104, 105]. Finally, newer imaging signals from amyloid-
binding ligands, such as FDDNP and PIB, provide
extraordinary promise for the early detection and tracking
of Alzheimer’s disease. Unlike any MRI-based measure,
these ligands detect brain changes that are linked with
cognition even in asymptomatic subjects, presenting an
opportunity to track therapeutic response years before
dementia appears.
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